The influence and importance of research and development (R&D) for business 10 sustainability have gained increasing interests, especially in the high-tech sector. However, the 11 efforts of R&D might cause complex and mixed impacts on the financial results considering the 12 associated expenses. Thus, this study aims to examine how R&D efforts may influence business to 13 improve its financial performance considering the dual objectives: the gross and the net 14 profitability. This research integrated a rough-set-based soft computing technique and multiple 15 criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods to explore this complex and yet valuable issue. A group 16 of public listed companies from Taiwan, all in the semiconductor sector, was analyzed as a case 17 study. Initially, more than 30 variables were considered, and the adopted soft computing technique 18 retrieved 14 core attributes-for the dual profitability objectives-to form the evaluation model.
Introduction

27
The importance of research and development (R&D) for the high-tech industry has been 28 discussed broadly; moreover, the relationship between R&D efforts and financial prospects has 29 gained surging interests in the recent years. Owing to the intensive competition and rapid advances 30 in the global business environment, high-tech companies have to invest in R&D to maintain or 31 strengthen their market competitiveness. Previous studies [1, 2] have argued that R&D could be 32 regarded as a driving force for productivity, and the others have claimed that R&D efforts would 33 help capture market share [3] and contribute to the profitability of firms [4] . Although most of the from DEMATEL technique (refer subsections 2.3 and 3.2), which may suggest the directional 148 influences of R&D in each context in the form of directional flow graph (DFG) [26] . The implications 149 from DFG may thus unravel the likely impact of R&D efforts on the financial prospects for the 150 semiconductor industry.
152
Multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods in finance
153
Real business problems, such as FP prediction or evaluation for stocks, are often complex,
154
imprecise, and ill-defined [27, 28] . It is well recognized that there are often more than one 155 variable/criterion regarding the evaluation or prediction of the target variable; furthermore, the 156 considered criteria are often interrelated, which causes the complexity of modeling in practice.
157
The mainstream social science research adopts statistical methods to describe or examine the 158 relations among the independent and explained variables, which is based on some unpractical 
165
Although there are several sub-fields in MCDM research, for brevity, only the 166 methods/techniques considered in the proposed approach are discussed in here. First, to explore 167 the plausible influential relationships among all the considered criteria, DEMATEL technique [31, 32] 
177
Second, as the primary goal aims to support improvements in business sustainability, the 178 modified VIKOR is adopted for evaluating and aggregating performance gaps on the considered 179 criteria. Inspired by the idea of the previous works [37] . The classical VIKOR [38] uses an 180 aggregation function to synthesize the performance gaps on all criteria, and form the final ranking 181 outcome. However, it only uses the best/worst value of the evaluated alternatives on each criterion 182 for calculations, which might compel DMs to select a relatively good choice among a group of 183 inferior options. To overcome this limitation, the modified VIKOR was proposed [28, 29] by using 184 the ideal/aspired value on each criterion to form an aggregation function, which could identify the 185 priority gaps for a systematic improvement planning. The new approach, based on the modified 186 VIKOR, contributed to a continuous improvement in, which is the essence of sustainability. 
217
controlled level of consistency among the data set. In an IS, the set U is a finite set of universe, and 218 the set A is a finite set of attributes (i.e., two subsets C and D , where C denotes the condition set,
219
D the decision one; 
249
In VC-DRSA, 
267
Step 1: Discretize attributes. Discretized values may denote ideas like "high" and "low" to be close
268
to how DMs process those concepts during reasoning. As a result, the obtained rules will be 269 easier to be comprehended by DMs.
270
Step 2: Conduct VC-DRSA algorithm on data sets by various consistency thresholds until an 271 acceptable outcome can be reached. Besides, the learned model will be validated by a testing 272 set.
273
Step 3: Each trained VC-DRSA model would generate a CORE ( CORE X ) set and a set of certain level
274
of consistency in decision rules. The CORE comprises indispensable attributes for discerning the DCs. In the present study, two CORE sets associated with the gross and the net profit goals are the expected outputs, which will be used to form a hybrid MCDM model.
277
Decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) technique
278
The DEMATEL technique is adopted for two purposes: find cause-effect influence relationships 279 among the critical dimensions/attributes and use the basic concept of the ANP method to identify 280 the influential weights by the DEMATEL-based-ANP (called DANP weights).
Step 
283
(1). The scale of opinions ranges from 0 (zero influence) to 4 (extremely high influence),
284
according to the knowledge or experience of experts. 
286
As the proposed approach considers both financial objectives, the union set of the two
287
VC-DRSA models' CORE attributes from Step 3 is used for the DEMATEL analysis, and the number 288 of attributes in this union set equals n in Eq. (1) for 1 i n ≤ ≤ and 1 j n ≤ ≤ .
289
Step 6: Using D to get the total influence relation matrix T. As the indirect effects of the influence 294 decrease as the power of D increases, the total influence relation matrix T can be redescribed
295
as Eq. (4). Therefore, the total influence relation matrix T can be obtained from direct influence 
Step 7: Identify the cause-effect relationship of attributes by analyzing T. The sum of each row and 300 sum of each column in T may be indicated as
). Because the number of rows and columns both equal to n (T is a 
Hybrid DANP model for dual financial objectives
310
The total influence relation matrix T from Step 6 is normalized to be A α T as Eq. (5) 
313
Step 8 
320
Step 9: Calculate the raw influential weights of a DANP model. 
326
Step 10: Adjust the influential weight of each criterion (attribute) based on a DM's emphasis on the 327 dual financial objectives. Since the attributes in the DANP model come from the union of the 328 two CORE sets (i.e., COREGross and CORENet), some attributes would only appear in one of the 329 CORE set, and some others would be in both of the CORE sets. Therefore, the influential raw 
Then, while 1 H = and H = ∞ , the indices k S and k R for object k can be calculated as Eq.
350
(10) and Eq. (11). 
365
(1 )
Step 11: Obtain each object's performance scores on the attributes that are under evaluation, and 367 calculate the performance gap for each object on each attribute for identifying the priority gap.
368
The obtained priority gap can be applied as a guidance for a systematic improvement.
369
Empirical Case Analysis and Discussions
370
Considering the complicated relationship between R&D and future FP, an understandable 371 guidance for companies to improve its performance would provide high business value in practice.
372
Therefore, this study adopted the semiconductor industry in Taiwan as a case study, to illustrate 373 how to form a hybrid decision model to reach this goal. 
392
two financial objectives will lead to two different VC-DRSA models, the initially involved number of Table 1 .
395
The data for all the financial attributes and one R&D attribute (i.e., R&D expenditure ratio) 
399
Trademark Office were counted). The decision attribute was defined by using the gross or the net 400 profit ratio in the subsequent time frame, to explore the associated antecedents/premises of Good
401
FP prospect under each kind of financial objective (in two VC-DRSA models).
402
VC-DRSA for identifying CORE attributes and decision rules
403
As the effect of R&D on the gross and the net profitability would not be the same, VC-DRSA 
432
In Table 2 and Table 3 , SD denotes standard deviation. The co-shared attributes and the 433 distinct attributes of each type of FP objective are summarized in Table 4 ; the union of the two
434
CORE sets comprises of 14 attributes, those attributes were further analyzed by the DEMATEL
435
technique. Also, the strong decision rules (i.e., with high supports) associated with the two types of 436 profitability prospects are shown in Table 5 . 
438
In Table 5 , the top two strong decision rules of each model (i.e., the gross or net profit 
447
In the previous subsection, Table 6 and The raw weights of DANP are listed in Table 8 ; besides, DM may adjust the final weights based 465 on his emphasis on the gross and the net profit objectives. In this case, the relative emphasis on the 466 gross and the net profit objectives was assumed to be 0.4 and 0.6 (i.e., put 40% weight on the gross 467 and 60% on the net profit objectives) respectively; the adjusted weights from DANP are also shown 468 in Table 8 . 
479
* Note: The attribute LongCap (A2) was included in both sets of the CORE attributes; its emphasis is (0.4+0.6).
480
Synthesized performance gaps by modified VIKOR
481
To illustrate the proposed approach for guiding improvements, the data (the averaged 
496
The actual averaged gross and net profit ratios in different period for each company are organized 497
in Table 10 . Although some minor inconsistency exists in the longer term (2013~2016), the model 498 has shown its effectiveness for decision aids.
499 Table 9 . Ranking results of the empirical case by the modified VIKOR and SAW 
Qi v=0.5 0.55 0.79 0.47 0.70
*Note: In SAW method, the higher synthesized score the better the ranking result.
501 502 we may learn that its priority performance gaps would be different while the emphasis on the gross 510 and the net profit objectives varied (refer Table 11 ).. 
511
513
In Table 11 , if company A puts 0.4 (i.e., 40%) emphasis on the gross profit and 0.6 (i.e., 60%) 514 emphasis on the net profit (i.e., put more emphasis on the net profit), the top three priority attributes
515
for it to improve would be: A2 (LongCap, the top priority), A13 (RD_exp, the second priority), and A12
516
(CF_reinv, the third priority). It is obvious that if company A puts different emphasis on the two 517 profit objectives (e.g., put 100% emphasis on the net profit objective), the adjusted and normalized
518
weights would form a different weighting system (refer Step 10). As a result, the proposed hybrid
519
MCDM model can support a company-based on its emphasis on the two FP objectives-to identify 520 its improvement priority, which is the major novelty and contribution of the study.
521
Furthermore, incorporated with the previous findings (i.e., DEMATEL analysis and INRM),
522
semiconductor companies may identify the cause-effect relationships of dimensions/attributes,
523
along with the contexts of strong decision rules, to gain more insights by the combined DFG. Take 524 the two strong decision rules in Table 5 
